
 

Evidence 

 

A Star Trek fan- 
zine holds that any  

scientific theory  
can be identified  
with a collection  

of models; but to  
treat things in a  

machine-perspective  
is to treat them  
as machines even 

when they are 
more than just  

news broadcasts  
& classical music 
threaded together  

by memory. Some  
animals can grow  

new body parts. 
 
 



 

Zebras crossing 

 

The elephants stampeding 
startled him. Hadn't 

been aware they were 
there. Was searching  
the household cleanser 

section of the super- 
market, looking for 

something to remove the 
crud from his keyboard, 
when they erupted up & 

out from the shampoo  
& hair color aisle, all ash 

blonde & radiant auburn, 
the young ones richly 
red, vertical stripes, so  

that they looked thinner  
than they actually were. 

 



 

Discounted skin care products  

 

Recent studies  
using the new  

roll-on application 
 
indicate that stress  

& anxiety are  
compatible with the  

 
iPod & any other  
portable device  

that is related  
 

to the cinnamon  
species or con- 
tains pure vanilla. 

 
 



 

Malasakit 

 

The ability to re- 
use a rich set of 

instant messaging  
widgets is a crucial  
part of identifying  

with another's  
feelings. Compassion  

is a misunderstood  
& often underused  
work of art even if 

intuitively obvious.  
After several decades  

of almost complete  
oblivion, emotional  
intimacy, audio pro- 

nunciations & a pro- 
pensity to imagine  

oneself in another's  
place seem contrary  
to my basic drives; 

but with access to 
free online materials 

in daily digests I soon  
catch up. Yawning may  
reveal more about a  

person than their bore- 
dom threshold. Moral  

education is equally  
paradoxical. Nous  
sommes l'un ou l' 

autre. Selected agenda. 
 

 



 

SaveSome for me today 

 

One of the great  
political documents  

of our time is 
neither, if you 
exclude the small 

George Washington 
watercolor in the  

upper- left corner,  
political nor, 
except in the sense  

that Google classes  
search string results, 

a document. It is 
the on-line catalog  
for SaveSomeBucks  

that offers the  
outdoors man &  

woman a range of  
implements necessary  
for contemporary life — 

police equipment, 2-way 
radios, knives, swords  

& firearm accessories. 

 


